We
Build
Homes for
Life

KITCHEN
Make the hub of your home the
ultimate kitchen. From preparing your
family’s favourite meal to entertaining
your closest friends, the Gourmet Kitchen
selection pack will deliver an unsurpassed in
style and convenience. The kitchen is part
of a custom open-plan design that
includes the living and dining area. The
social space encourages casual
interaction.

BATHROOMS
Luxury designed features for your master ensuite,
bathroom brings your house elegance look to
your dream homes. After a day spent exploring
streets and squares, have a convenient and
comfortable bathroom all to yourself is a
necessity and a pleasure to be reckoned with.

Simple Design and
Clean Lines to suit the
Modern New Home Owner

Architectural Designs
Planning
Construction
Demolition
Earth Works
Retaining Walls
Landscaping

WEB: www.lionhomes.co.nz
E-Mail: info@lionhomes.co.nz
MOBILE: 021 478 798

ABOUT US
At Lion Homes, our success is
built on solid client relationships.
Your Experience with us, from
concept through the construction of
your dreamhome, will be nothing less
than the best.
Our sophisticated consulting
services will guide you through
each step to create a stunning
yet timeless home and an
estate that reflects the way
you live.
The "Lion Homes Difference"
encompasses every aspect of home
building to give you the edge and
exceed your expectations.
In the arena of home construction,
we have proven our ability to
take any projects and complete
them on time, on a budget,
and at the highest levels
of quality.
The Lion Homes service is based on
"Hands-on" project management.
At the Lion Homes, quality will never
be compromised.

LIVING ROOMS
Your living room is one of the most important rooms
in your house. It is not just a relaxing space that
welcomes guests and visitors, it also serves as a
home’s showcase and focal point. And you
probably spend a lot of time in it.
Since the living room is usually the first room that your guests see, it should be a space that reflects your
style. The most popular decorating styles are contemporary, traditional and transitional. Lion Homes prefer
a modern, contemporary look, so for those of you looking for more modern living room design ideas, here
are some pictures to help inspire you.

BEDROOMS
After hard days' work you deserve to be pampered
and treated with Royalty and for this need Lion
Homes have planned your bedroom to captivate
you from the very moment you step in featuring an
opulent Master suite with wide view, expansive
built-in wardrobe, and ensuite. Lion Homes believe
bedroom is your personal retreat, the place you go
to rest and recharge. While the bedroom is often
one of the last spaces in the home to receive a
decorative overhaul, it is one of the most satisfying
rooms in the house to redesign.

